Net Food Acquired; F Net Foad Acquired:
Fig. 1. The figure shows two normal probability distributions of the net amount of food acquired during the day. They have equal expected values but different variances. The area under the curves to the left of R --S,~ is the probability of starvation, because R --Sn is the amount of food required to survive. The area marked with sloping dashed lines represents the probability of starvation if high variance (HV) is chosen; vertical solid lines are for the low variance (LV) choice. The rule derived in the text is simply the observation that: (Case A) when the expectation is greater than the requirement, the probability of starvation is smaller for low variance; and (Case B) when the expectation is less than the requirement, the probability of starvation is less for high variance.
presents a graphical argument which illustrates this derivation. Expression (5) may be unnecessarily strict. If n is large, lira (R --S,~)[n ~ O, and these conditions become:
n -->-oo be risk-averse if 12 > r , and be risk-pr0ne if r > 12 .
When many decisions are left to make, the forager may base its risk-sensitivity on a simpler rule of thumb. Expression (6) states that if environmental conditions are such that the forager's reserves are expected to increase, the forager should be risk-averse. If reserves are expected to decrease, the forager should be risk-prone.
The 24-h expected energy budget rule holds because the total energy acquired, T = ~ X~, is normally distrii=1 buted. T will probably be normal, because it will be the sum of many independent random variables and should approach normality according to the central limit theorem. If n is not large enough, or if T is non-normal for other reasons, the rule may not hold. In cases where the mean and variance are closely related, the 24-h expected energy budget rule will be too simplistic. A forager's risk-sensitivity may also be influenced by the number of decisions left to make, n. Expression (5) suggests that a forager with only a few decisions left will become risk-prone at a higher reserve level than will a forager with many decisions left to make. Risk sensitivity should have a sequential component. This is a characteristic of many procedures in statistical decision theory (DeGroot 1970) .
The results presented show that an hypothesis based on the minimization of the probability of starvation explains both risk-averse and risk-prone foraging preferences. It is not generally true that 'a risk-prone forager accepts a greater probability of starvation in attempting to acquire a greater net energetic intake' (Caraco 1980 
Giving-Up as a Poisson Process: The Departure Decision of the Green Lacewing
Predators that forage for aggregated prey appear to re quire a decision rule for determining the point at which to discontinue their search in a given prey patch and move on to another. Although the optimum rule depends heavily on features of the searching behaviour of the predator and the distribution of the prey (Oaten 1977), most previous authors have assumed that the decision must involve an assessment of the capture rate within a patch and a comparison with the mean capture rate in the environment as a whole (Krebs 1978) . When the perceived quality of the given patch becomes significantly less than the expected quality of the next one, the predator should leave. Because the time interval since the last prey capture is the most readily available measure of the instantaneous capture rate, it has been suggested that foraging animals may monitor this interval and leave the patch when it exceeds some critical value (Krebs 1978) . The 'giving-up time', by this argument, should be uniform across patches within a habitat and inversely proportional, across habitats, to the mean prey availability. Although this inference has been supported by empirical studies, Cowie & Krebs (1979) have recently suggested that the correlation could be a sampling artifact. Even if departure from a patch were independent of the interval between prey encounters, the mean giving-up time would still be shorter, on the average, in a rich environment than in a poor one. A re-analysis of several experiments on patch foraging by predatory insects, described in detail elsewhere (Bond 1980) , can be used to test Cowie & Krebs' independence hypothesis.
The predatory larva of the green lacewing, Chrysopa carnea Stephens, responds to an encounter with either a prey item or a branch terminus with a transient increase in searching intensity and thoroughness. Under the assumption that an animal's hunger level is its simplest accessible indicator of mean prey abundance, differences in prey availability were simulated by
